CHILDREN'S BOOKS

**Picture Books**

*And Tango Makes Three* – Justin Richardson, Peter Parnell, Henry Cole

*Julián is a Mermaid* – Jessica Love

*Heather Has Two Mommies* – Lesléa Newman

*I am Jazz!* – Jessica Herthel

*Prince & Knight* – Daniel Haack

*Antonio’s Card* – González & Alvarez

*The Boy & The Bindi* – Vivek Shraya

*When You Look Out the Window: How Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin Built a Community* – Pitman & Lyles

*The Adventures of Honey & Leon* – Alan Cumming

*Stella Brings the Family* – Miriam B. Schiffer

*Harriet Gets Carried Away* – Jessie Sima


**Chapter Books**

*George* – Gino, Alex

*Princess, Princess Ever After* – O’Neill, Katie

*Gracefully Grayson* – Polonsky, Amy

*My Mixed-Up Berry Blue Summer* – Gennari, Jennifer

*Better Nate than ever* – Federle, Tim

*Not Your Sidekick* – Lee, C. B., author.

*Drama* – Telgemeier, Raina

*The Lottery’s plus one* – Donoghue, Emma

*The Accidental Adventures of India McAllister* – Agell, Charlotte

*Hurricane child* – Callender, Kheryn


YA/TEEN BOOKS

**YA/Teen Fiction**

*Simon vs. The Homo Sapiens* – Albertalli, Becky

*Leah on the Off Beat* – Albertalli, Becky

*Vanished* – Cooper, E. E

*The edge of the water* – George, Elizabeth

*The waking dark* – Wasserman, Robin House of Hades – Rick Riordan

*Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead* – Rick Riordan

*The gentleman’s guide to vice and virtue* – Lee, Mackenzie

*Aristotle and Dante discover the secrets of the universe* – Sáenz, Benjamin Alire

*Girls of paper and fire* – Ngan, Natasha

*Shadowsong* – Jones

*Labyrinth lost* – Córdova, Zoraida

*Six of Crows* – Bardugo, Leigh

*Proxy* – London, Alex

*Ash* – Lo

*Everything Leads to you* – LaCour, Nina

*Let’s talk about love* – Kann, Claire


**Graphic Novels**

*Blue is the Warmest Color* – Albertalli, Becky

*Bingo Love* – Albertalli, Becky

*Lumberjanes* – Cooper, E. E

*Giant Days* – George, Elizabeth

*The Prince and the Dressmaker* – Wasserman, Robin

*DC Bombshells: Volume 1, Enlisted* – Telgemeier, Raina


ADULT BOOKS

**Graphic Novels**

*Blue is the Warmest Color* – Albertalli, Becky

*Bingo Love* – Albertalli, Becky

*Lumberjanes* – Cooper, E. E

*Giant Days* – George, Elizabeth

*The Prince and the Dressmaker* – Wasserman, Robin

*DC Bombshells: Volume 1, Enlisted* – Telgemeier, Raina

**Adult Fiction**

*Borderline* – Baker, Mishell

*Every Heart a doorway* – McGuire, Seanan

*The sorcerer of the Wildeeps* – Wilson, Kai

*The winged histories* – Samatar, Sofia

*Provenance* – Leckie, Ann

*Girl with the Dragon Tattoo* – Larsson, Stieg

*The paying guests* – Waters, Sarah

*The destroyers* – Bollen, Christopher

*Murder in G major* – Gordon, Alex

*The unquiet dead* – Khan, Ausma Zehanat

*The widows of Malabar Hill* – Massey, Sujata

*Long black veil* – Ngan, Natasha

*A gentleman never keeps score* – Sebastian, Cat

*Idlewild* – London, Alex


**Chapter Books**

*George* – Gino, Alex

*Princess, Princess Ever After* – O’Neill, Katie

*Gracefully Grayson* – Polonsky, Amy

*My Mixed-Up Berry Blue Summer* – Gennari, Jennifer

*Better Nate than ever* – Federle, Tim

*Not Your Sidekick* – Lee, C. B., author.

*Drama* – Telgemeier, Raina

*The Lottery’s plus one* – Donoghue, Emma

*The Accidental Adventures of India McAllister* – Agell, Charlotte

*Hurricane child* – Callender, Kheryn
FILMS

Documentaries
Paris is Burning
Political Animals
Kiki
Before Stonewall: The Making of a Gay and Lesbian Community
How to Survive a Plague
Frida Kahlo

Blockbusters
Love, Simon
The Danish Girl
Philadelphia
Victor/Victoria
Call Me by Your Name
Carol
Disobedience
The Miseducation of Cameron Post

Bio- Pics
Milk
Bohemian Rhapsody
Professor Marston and the Wonder Women
Imitation Game
Kill Your Darlings
Freeheld
The Happy Prince
Iris
Boy Erased
Battle of the Sexes

TV SHOWS

Children/YA
Steven Universe
Adventure Time
Sailor Moon Crystal
The Loud House
Glee

Adult
The Walking Dead
The Bold Type
Killing Eve
Black Lightning
Dear White People: Season One
American Horror Story
Modern Family
Will & Grace
Empire

Harris County Public Library
LSC-CYFAIR LIBRARY
9191 Barker Cypress Road
Cypress, TX 77433
281.290.3214
LoneStar.edu/library/cyfair